Primary Sources A-E

Working in pairs, you’ll locate primary source repositories in the LMU library that can provide material to use for this course.

Go to the “Search Primary Source Collections” section of the Primary Sources LibGuide at http://libguides.lmu.edu/primary_sources. There, follow the link the Primary Source Databases. Use the descriptions of databases from A-E to identify only those that will have materials pertinent to your assignments.

On the back of this prompt, list the primary source databases that you find.

Primary Sources E-Z

Working in pairs, you’ll locate primary source repositories in the LMU library that can provide material to use for this course.

Go to the “Search Primary Source Collections” section of the Primary Sources LibGuide at http://libguides.lmu.edu/primary_sources. There, follow the link the Primary Source Databases. Use the descriptions of databases from E-Z to identify only those that will have materials pertinent to your assignments.

On the back of this prompt, list the primary source databases that you find.